Class : XI

Summer Vacations Assignment

1.

Define Business ?

2.

Define Profit motive feature of Business?

3.

Define Employment ?

4.

Risk is the result of .............
(a) Certainties

(b) Uncertainties

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of Above

5.

Define Business Risk?

6.

Give features of profession (any three)

7.

Define any three characterstics of Business ?

8.

What do you mean by human activities define its types also ?

9.

Define the Causes of Business Risk ?

10.

Give any four difference between Business. profession and employment ?

11.

Define “Partnership Deed”.

12.

Give any one limitation of Partnership.

13.

Define “Secrecy” merit of Partnership.

14.

Define “Mitakshara” community of Hindu Law.

15.

Define “Joint Hindu Family Business.” Give its any one feature.

16.

Give any three merits of partnership.

17.

Give any three difference between “Cooperative society and Partnership”.

18.

Define “Consumer Cooperative Society” with its features.

19.

Define Partnership and its types. Give a complete note on “Full-Fledged Partners”.

20.

Define “Non-Full fledged Partner”.

21.

Define “Minor” as a partner.

22.

Give any one difference between “Partnership and sole Proprietorship”.

23.

Give the names of “Non–full Fledge Partners”.

24.

Give any three features of H.U.F. Business.

25.

Give the merits of “Cooperative Organisation”.

26.

Define “Cooperative Marketing Societies”.

27.

Define Full – Fledged Partners and its types.

28.

Define ‘Element of Risk’ feature of business ?

29.

Define profession ?

30.

Define Non-Economic activity ?

31.

Define Employment ?

32.

Give one example of primary industry ?

33.

Give any two difference between business and profession

34.

Give any three characteristics of business ?

35.

Give any three difference between social and economic objective of business ?

36.

What the importance of profit in business ?

37.

Define business Risk ? Define economic causes of business risk ?

38.

What kind of activity is doctor’s job ?

39.

Lawyer services is what kind of economic activity ?

40.

Define Risk element feature of business ?

41.

If you want to take whole of business than what kind of business form you are looking for

42.

Who take the all profit under sole proprietorship ?

43.

Give one example of non-economic activity ?

44.

Give any one economic objective of business ?

45.

Give the name of any one role of profit in business ?

46.

Agriculture is secondary industry or primary industry ?

47.

Define profession ?

48.

Define the human causes of risk in business ?

49.

What is the meaning of non-economic activity? Define it by proper examples ?

50.

Define employment and give the name of any two types of it ?

51.

Define economic objective of business ?

52.

What is the business risk? What is its nature ?

53.

Define the feature of profession ?

54.

What is the role of profit in business?

55.

Define secondary industry and give the name of its type with an example?

56.

Define sole proprietorship and its features ?

57.

Define business risk and give the nature of business risk ?

58.

What kind of activity is teaching

59.

Buying and selling is what kind of economic activity ?

60.

Define “profit motive” characteristic of business ?

61.

If you are the only owner of your business than what kind of business form it is?

62.

Who take the loss under sole proprietorship ?

63.

“Human activity is doing only for profit motive”, is it true or false. justify your answer ?

64.

Give the name of any one role of profit in business ?

65.

Give any one social objective of business ?

66.

“ Manufacturing” is secondary industry or primary industry ?

?

67.

Give the name of any one auxilliaries to trade ?

68.

Define the natural causes of Busines Risk ?

69.

What is the meaningof economic activity? Give the name of its types ?

70.

Define “ profession” under ecomic activity ?

71.

What are the various types of industry ?

72.

Define sole proprietorship and its any three features ?

73.

What is the business risk ? what is its nature ?

74.

Write the feature of employment ?

75.

Name the five hindrace of trade

76.

Give any four difference between business profession and employment?

77.

Define business and its characteristics ?

78.

Define Indigenous Banking system.

79.

Define the “Accepting Deposits” function of Banking.

80.

Write any one advantage of H.U.F. Business.

81.

‘Cooperative Societies’ are registered under which Act ?

82.

Give the Minimum and maximum limit of partner’s under Partnership Act 1932 ?

83.

What do you mean by “Karta” under H.U.F. ?

84.

Give any one limit of Cooperative society?

85.

Give any three statutory features of partnership?

86.

What do you mean by “Partnership at will”and “Particular Partnership?

87.

Mention any three contents under partnership deed?

88.

Give the meaning of “Coparcenary”?

89.

Mention any three limitation of H.U.F. business?

90.

Give any three differences between “Cooperative Society and Partnership”?

91.

Define about “Perpetual Succession “ and “Common seal” features of company ?

92.

Give the distinction between “Company and Partnership” ?

93.

Define “Memorandum of Association”, give a contents and subject matter of
“Memorandum of Association”?

94.

Define “Memorandum of Association”?

95.

Define “Article of Association” ?

96.

Define Partnership and any four features of partnership with clear explanation.

97.

What do you mean by “O.P.C.”?

98.

Give the minimum and maximum limit of members in private company?

99.

Give any one merit of cooperative society?

100.

What do you mean by “Common Property” for H.U.F. ?
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